
Live European roulette vs Live American roulette:
Which one should you choose?

Roulette has been a casino favorite for centuries and continues to draw players. With the rise of

online gambling, however, you can now play roulette on the internet from anywhere in the

world thanks to live roulette mobile options that let you do it on your phone as well.

The gameplay may vary between two common forms: Live European Roulette and Live

American Roulette.

In this article, we will discuss these thrilling online live roulette games and point out their main

disparities so as to assist you in finding out which version suits you most depending on your

preferences.

The Wheel - The Fundamental Difference

The design of their wheels is where Live European Roulette differs mostly with Live American

Roulette:

Live European Roulette: The classic European wheel has one zero (0), thus totaling 37 pockets.

Live American Roulette: With an extra double zero pocket (00), the American wheel has 38

pockets in total.

How Does This Additional Zero Affect Your Chances?

This might seem insignificant but having that extra double zero makes a big difference in terms

of house edge for each game:

Live European Roulette: It offers 2.7% house edge. In simple terms it means that over time, on

average, casinos always have an advantage of about 2.7% against players.
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Live American Roulette: Casino’s long term benefit increases up to 5.26% due to presence of

double zeros thereby making winning over longer periods slightly harder for players taking part

in this version.

Other Things Which May Affect Your Game Play

If maximum probabilities are what you want then logically speaking mathematically speaking

European would be slightly better choice for anyone interested because its house edge is higher

than any other live american roulette game variation!

Such situations entailing number more equal opportunities additional rule variations may apply

mainly depending upon specific software provider utilized by different casinos amongst them

being:

En Prison – Found frequently within Europe versions where half stake gets returned or held

until next spin takes place if ball drops into Zero pockets after they have made even number bet

types like red/black, high/low and odd/even

La Partage – Just like En Prison but in some European Roulette games where half your stake is

given back to you on even-money bets if the ball should happen to land on zero.

The Live Dealer Experience

In addition both live european roulette as well as its american counterpart offer immersive real

time gaming experiences coupled with live roulette mobile options that allow for play anywhere

at any time which can be summarized by these points below:

Genuine casino ambience – You will be able to feel like you are in an actual gambling

establishment thanks to the fact that there are human dealers who professionally spin wheels

while interacting with punters.

Immediate action – As a player, one of the things that make these versions so much fun is

watching where exactly does that little white ball fall into after being thrown onto a spinning

wheel; something you get to see through crystal clear HD video streaming provided by such

platforms.



Convenient interface when it comes down to placing bets all necessary functions have been

integrated thus ensuring user friendliness across devices ranging from desktop computers right

up smartphones/tablets etc.

Thereby making the wagering process smoother than ever before seen before during history

mankind itself could only dream about playing this game whenever he/she felt like it without

having to leave his/her home let alone bed!

Social aspect- What more could anyone ask for other than chatting with other players or even

chat dealers themselves directly whilst still seated at comfort own house?

Which One Should You Choose?

To choose between these two alternatives would depend mainly on my personality type and

approach towards gaming activities:

Check Unique Rules: Research any unique rules of the online live roulette games you’re

considering. Sometimes rules like En Prison or La Partage make a difference.

Availability: Select based on what is available at your preferred online casino.

Beyond the Basics: Betting Strategies

The core betting options remain relatively consistent between Live European Roulette and Live

American Roulette even though the wheels and house edge are different. Here are some

popular strategies to consider:

Inside Bets: Betting on specific numbers or small groups of numbers. Riskier but higher

potential payouts. Examples include:

➢ Straight Up (single number)

➢ Split (two adjacent numbers)

➢ Street (three consecutive numbers)

➢ Corner (four numbers)



Outside Bets: These bets cover larger sections of the wheel, offering lower payouts but

increased chances of winning. Popular options include:

➢ Red/Black

➢ Odd/Even

➢ High/Low (1-18 / 19-36)

➢ Column Bets

➢ Dozen Bets

Popular Betting Systems

Many players like to use betting systems with live roulette games online. Remember, no system

guarantees long-term wins but they can add structure to your gameplay. Here are a few popular

systems:

Martingale: Double your bet after each loss until you win. Potential for hitting table limits with

continued losses makes it risky.

Fibonacci: Follow the Fibonacci sequence (1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8 etc.) to increase or decrease bet sizes.

Less aggressive progression than Martingale.

D'Alembert: Gradually increase/decrease bets by one unit after wins/losses – this offers a more

measured approach.

IMPORTANT NOTE BEFORE YOU PLAY

Table Limits – Choose tables with betting limits that suit your budget and comfort level.

Special Features & Bonuses – Find casinos offering unique live roulette variants, special

features or dedicated roulette bonuses.

Conclusion
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Whether you prefer the slightly improved odds of Live European Roulette or the classic

American experience, the world of online live roulette games has something for everyone.

Select the version that speaks to you, try out different strategies and most importantly have

fun! Remember to gamble responsibly and enjoy the spinning wheel from home or on the go

with live roulette mobile!


